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PLAY-DOH

SHOW

You’ll need some extra
equipment for this one
but it’s worth it for
how fun and engaging it
can be. Split your
students up into pairs
and hand them a pot of
Play-Doh. Challenge them
to take it turns to
create an animal (or
something else). The aim
of the game is their
partner has to be able
to guess what animal it
is they’ve made. Prepare
for many laughs and
sometimes even some
amazing Play-Doh
masterpieces!

SIX SPOTS
Number six spots around
your room from 1-6. Have

students each go to a spot
of their choice. Choose a
student to roll a die (if
you can make a big one out

of foam, it adds to the
fun). All the students at
the number rolled must go

back to their seats.
Students that are left go
to a new spot, and the die
is rolled again. Continue
until only a few students

are left.

Do you have a random
skill up your sleeve
that never seems to fit
with your lessons or
subject area? Use a
brain break to teach it
to your class. Students
might also have a skill
they would like to teach
to the class. 

TEACH A NEW 

SKILL

Students stand behind
their chairs. In turn,

each student says his or
her name accompanied by
a special movement. For
example a student might

say, “Kayla!” while
dramatically dropping to
one knee and doing Jazz
Hands. After the student

does his or her move,
the rest of the class

says the student’s name
in unison and imitates

the move. Then it is the
next student’s turn.
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LIP SYNC BATTLE
Choose a song. Give the
students time to learn
it and practice their
singing. Play the song
and get the class to
watch the 'battlers'

sing. 
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STUDENT DIRECTED

DRAWING

Get a student to pick
something to draw. They
then need to explain to
the class how to draw it
step by step. Once they
complete it allow the
students to show what
they have achieved,
celebrate the 'teacher'. 

TAKE A COMEDY

BREAK

Set this as a task
earlier in the week so
students have time to
come up with something. 
This is a great way for
them to practice their
presenting skills too.
Get them share their
joke or funny story. The
one who gets the biggest
laugh wins. 

BLINK AND SNAP
Engaging both sides of

the brain is a good way
to energise your class.

Have them try this:
Blink your left eye

while simultaneously
snapping your fingers
with your right hand.
Then, blink your right
eye and while snapping

with your left hand. Try
to blink one eye while

snapping on the opposite
side’s hand 15 times in

a row alternating
eyes.Students share

answers. 



BODY PARTS

Students mingle around
the classroom until the
teacher calls out a body
part and a number, for
instance “four knees!”

Students have to form a
group of four students

closest to them (finding
new partners each time)
and join together one

knee each or a group of
two with both knees

together. Anyone who
isn’t part of a group
gets to call the next

round.
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SNEAK PEEK

This problem-solving
activity will help students
learn to communicate
effectively. Before the
game begins, the teacher
builds a small sculpture
with LEGOs or building
blocks and keeps it covered
in an area that is of equal
distance from all the
groups. Students are
divided into teams of four
or five, and each team is
given enough blocks to
duplicate the structure.To
begin the game, the
structure is revealed, and
one member from each team
is allowed to come up to
look at it closely for 10
seconds, trying to memorize
it before returning to
their team. Once they
return to their team, they
have 25 seconds to instruct
the group on how to build a
replica of the structure.
After one minute of trying
to recreate it, another
member from each team can
come up for a sneak peek
before returning to their
team and trying again. The
game continues until one of
the teams successfully
recreates the original
structure.

HUMAN ALPHABET
Have students spread out
and guide them through a

few rounds of forming
letters with their bodies.

For instance, “Use your
body to make a T … now

make an O!”Next, call out
a simple short word, such
as “so” or “dog.” Students

will have to team up to
form the word, with each
student using their body

to form one of the
letters.



RING A CHIME OR GONG
Have kids sit quietly

with their eyes closed.
Ring a chime or gong.

Have them listen
carefully to the chime,
feeling the vibration in
their body as the sound
reverberates and then

slowly fades. Tell them
to breathe slowly and

deeply as they focus on
the sound.
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MEXICAN WAVE

Beginning at one end of
the room, kids stand up
and throw their arms
overhead, bringing them
back down as they return
to their seat. Each row
follows until you reach
the other end of the
room. Amp it up by
encouraging your kids to
tap their feet or tap
their hands on their
legs so that they are in
constant motion!

LEARN ANOTHERLANGUAGE
Teach your kids the

alphabet in Sign Language.
Use brain breaks to

practice by singing the
ABCs while signing the
letters. Then practice

vocabulary words by
spelling them out loud

while signing the letters.

WALKING

WORKSHEET

Tape worksheets to your
classroom walls. Gets
students to walk around
and complete them. You
might also do this as a
musical chairs (3
students per sheet, take
a sheet away each
round).



BUMPITY-UMP-BUMP-BUMP

This is a fun name game
that requires quick

thinking! Students stand
in a large circle. One
student comes to the
middle. That student

walks around the inside
of the circle, stops in
front of one person, and
gives them a direction.
There are four choices:
Left = say the name of

the person to the left;
right = say the name of
the person on the right;
it = say the name of the

person who is it; or
self = say one’s own

name. After the student
gives the direction,

they say “bumpity-ump-
bump-bump!” out loud.
The student who was
given the direction

races to say the name of
the correct person
before the student

finishes the phrase. If
they can’t, they’re the

next person on the
inside of the circle.
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MINGLE, MINGLE

GROUPS

This activity is good
for encouraging kids to
mix it up. Students mill
about the room saying,
in a quiet voice,
“Mingle, mingle,
mingle.” Then, the
teacher calls out a
group size, for example,
groups of three.
Students must break into
groups of that size. The
goal is to form
different groups of
individuals every time.
If a person tries to
join a group with whom
they have already
partnered, they must
find a different group.
After a few rounds, the
process may take a bit
of rearranging.



TOSS A HOT POTATO
Get a soft ball.

Students can stand next
to their desks or in a
circle, but they must

keep one foot planted at
all times. Have each
group start passing

their object around. Set
a time limit that

incorporates a learning
concept such as counting

by twos to 100 or
singing the alphabet

song from A to Z. Play a
few rounds with
different tasks.
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VOTE WITH

YOUR BODY

Teacher (or student)
reads a statement or
fact. If the students
thing this is true the
do a jumping jack, if
they thin it is false a
push up. Let students
know the correct answer. 

STORYTELLINGROUND-ROBIN
Students can sit in a

circle or at their desks.
The teacher will begin

with the first line of the
story, for instance, “Once

upon a time there were
three children walking

through the forest … .”
One by one, each student

adds one sentence with new
details to the story. The

story cannot end until
every student has

participated.

ROCK, PAPER,

SCISSORS 

Tap into an old classic
and let kids pair up for
a few rounds of rocks,
paper scissors. The
interaction is a nice
break and gives students
a chance to work
socially with their
peers.

@Teaching_Resilience



FACIAL GYMNASTICS
Have students get their
silly on for 30 seconds.

Tell them to wiggle
their eyebrows up and
down as fast as they

can. Then try to raise
one eyebrow at a time.
Then switch back and
forth between a smile

and frown. Throw a
grumpy face or two in

for good measure.
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CONCENTRATION

This is a great activity
for small groups! Line
kids up in a single file
line. Starting at the
beginning of the line,
have the first kid and
second kid face one
another with their arms
bent at the elbows and
palms facing in. Keeping
their eyes locked, kids
will try to clap
simultaneously, making a
single sound. After
their attempt, the
second kid will turn,
lock eyes with the third
kid and try to clap
simultaneously. And so
on down the line. It
sounds simple, but it
actually takes a great
deal of concentration!

COLOUR
Put on some nice mellow
background music, set a
timer and allow students

time to colour in a range
on a Mandalas. A simple
Google search will give

you loads of free website.
I always liked letting the

students choose. 



PICTIONARY

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

NAME THAT TUNE

Like the normal version.
There are two options
here. Play using the
random word selector

(click below) or get a
student to leave the
room, pick the word,

share it with the class
and then get everyone to
have a go at drawing it.

Random Word Picker
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There are also two
options here. Get
students to come up with
a trivia question each
and submit it to you, or
you make them up. Ask
the questions, collect
answers and share. Or
use the online
questions, show students
questions and then swap
and share answers.

Online trivia for kids

Allow the students to
choose part of a song,
or play the students a
short part of a song.
Get them to write down
the answer and show it
all at the same time.

KAHOOT
Students need a device
for this one.Create or

find a Kahoot. Play
against each other in
real time or set as a

task. Share code & play! 

Click here for Kahoot

SIMON SAYS

Explain who is being
'Simon'(in charge). Give
simple instructions at
first to make sure
everyone understand the
rules. Then play. Try
allowing a student to be
in charge. 

https://randomwordgenerator.com/pictionary.php
https://parade.com/944584/parade/trivia-questions-for-kids/
https://kahoot.com/


SCATTERGORIES

BOGGLE

Like the normal version
just online. There are
two options here. Play

using your own
categories or let the

web choose. Simply
choose your method,

share the letter and
list of categories. Let
students go! You could
even differentiate the

time and list depending
to your students

interests.  

Online list picker
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Using the online Boggle
creator (or you can
create your own) simply
share the letters with
the students and get
them to create as many
words as they can. Limit
the time and letter
depending on the ability
of your students. 

Online Boggle creator

CHARADES
Choose if you are going
to use the online idea
picker or create your

own. Pick a student who
will do the guessing,
get them to leave the

room. Let the class know
what it is. Either the
whole class can try to
act it out or just one

person.

Click here for Charades
creator

QUIZZIZ

Create or find a
Quizziz. This is good if
you are not wanting it
to be a competition. You
can share the game with
students and they can
play in their own time. 

Qizziz website

TABOO

Share the taboo prompt
with students. Get them
to write or type as many
questions as they can in
the 60 seconds. 

Play Taboo online

https://swellgarfo.com/scattergories/
https://www.puzzle-words.com/boggle-4x4/
http://www.getcharadesideas.com/charades-for-kids/
https://quizizz.com/
https://playtaboo.com/playpage


ENERGIZE IN 5,4, 3, 2, 1.

SKATEBOARD

Get hearts pumping with
a quick sequence of

exercises. Call out 5
actions for your
students to do as

quickly as they can. For
instance, 5 jumping

jacks, 4 pushups, 3 sit-
ups, 2 squat jumps, and

1 tree pose.
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Have your students line up
next to a wall and place
one hand on the wall. Tell
them to plant the foot
closest to the wall and
swing the other leg, as if
pushing off the ground on
a skateboard. Start
slowly, with tiny swings,
moving up to power pushes.
Repeat on the other side.

GUESS MY NUMBER
You, or a student could

be in charge of this
game. Someone thinks of

a number, shares the
range then the class ask
questions until someone

guesses the correct
answer.

CELEBRITY HEADS 

Choose three students to
sit at the front of the
room. Allow the students
to whisper suggestions
to you or to write them
above their heads.
Students to take it in
turns asking questions
about who they are. 

REBUS PUZLE

Share the image with
your students. Get them
to have guesses what it
could be. 

Find Puzzles here

FOREHEAD SIGN
Get students to pick a
word or choose a word
for them. Get them to

write the word out. Fold
paper in half. Put  on
forehead, write again.

Video of activtiy 

https://kids.niehs.nih.gov/games/brainteasers/rebus-puzzles/index.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3glxkFbzsM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3glxkFbzsM&feature=youtu.be


THE KIDS SHOULDSEE THIS
A great website for

educational videos (no
adds). Lots of thought
provoking videos that

you can share as a class
and then discuss.
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PARTNER SHUFFLE
Have students face their

partners. Instruct them to
clap their right hands

together while at the same
time touching their left
toes together. Switch to

clapping left hands
together and touching right

toes together. Have them
continue going until they
can smoothly switch back

and forth. Try doing it as
quickly as they can and

then as slowly as they can.

SCAVANGER HUNT

Get students to stretch
their legs and go for a
hunt around the
classroom or school yard
looking for an object.
You might pick a colour,
shape, number of
objects. Share what they
found and where. 

MR SQIGGLE 

You might do this a few
ways. You might start
with a shape, or their
hand etc. Give them a
set amount of time to
then create a picture.
Or you might share
electronically a
'squiggle' students then
use their chosen app to
complete the picture. 

Website link

JUST DRAW

Simply set a timer and
draw. Share what you
have done at the end. 

https://thekidshouldseethis.com/


PEN FLIPPING 
Have students take a pen

and flip it ONE
REVOLUTION with their
dominant hand. If they
master that, try the
other hand. Got that
down? Try two pens at

once!
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AIR PLAY

Have students use their
finger to draw pictures
or spell words for a
partner in the air. For
added benefit, have them
use vocabulary words.
They can take turns
guessing what is being
spelled or drawn.

FITNESS LUCKY

DIP
As a class come up with
a list of different
activities that they can
do. Star jumps, burpies,
push ups etc. 
You might want to write
them down and pick them
out or use it as a
reward. 

HIT THE WALL
Pushing against a solid
object is a good way to
displace extra energy
from your body. Have

kids stand facing a wall
with their arms

stretched out in front
of them, palms on the
surface of the wall.

Push the wall away with
all their strength for a
count of ten. Relax for
five seconds then push

again. Other activities
they can do at the wall
include calf stretches

and wall push-ups.

DO A FITBURST

Needs an IWB or Screen.
Similar to above however
have the activity
selected for you. 

Fitburst

https://fit.sanfordhealth.org/resources/fitboost-activity


ALPHABETACTIONS
Use the actions on the

PDF or make up your own
as a class. Practice the

actions for the
different letters. Once
the class has learn't
them use the different
actions to sound out

words. Or make up a cool
rhythm with their name,
a sentence, practise A-Z

or even the periodic
table. Students might

also find ways to
communicate with their
peers using this as a

code for fun.
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GUIDED DRAWING

Either you pick a guided
drawing (there are lots
on Youtube) or get a
student to pick one.
Show it on your IWB. Get
students to draw. Then
once they complete it
allow the students to
show what they have
completed. Or get a
student to lead it. 

POP!

Create a circle and
designate how you will
count (by 3’s, 4’s, 5’s,
etc). As you go around
the circle, each
students numbers off,
with the person who has
the “magic” number
yelling “POP!” instead.
So, if you’re counting
by threes, the game
would go 1, 2, POP!, 4,
5, POP! You can do this
for a few rounds or
create a game where if
someone messes up,
they’re out!

Website link

WOULD YOU RATHER?
Allow a student to

volunteer (or you could
do it). Get them to

share a would you rather
question (explain it has

to be appropriate).
Students vote.

https://www.berrystreet.org.au/sites/default/files/Alphabet%20Actions.pdf


SYLLABLE SNAP
Have students stomp out
syllables as they speak.
You can have them read

something from the board
or speak in partners

about their day.
Stomping while speaking
activates multiple parts
of the brain and makes

this a really energising
activity!
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MULTIPLE CHOICE &

MOVEMENTS

When reviewing multiple-
choice questions, make
answering questions a
physical activity. Ask
students a question and
have them respond by
jumping into the correct
position. For example,
if the answer is A, have
them stand with feet
together. If B, stand
with legs apart. If the
answer is C, turn to
face the back of the
room. If it’s D, stand
with one foot in front
of the other. This a
great visual way to
gauge understanding and
also gets kids moving!

RUB TUMMY, PAT

HEAD
Have everyone stand up
and rub their head while
patting their belly. For
your younger students,
this will be a true
challenge. For your
older ones, a chance to
get in a good laugh and
get out some silly
energy. 

EAR NOSE SWITCH
This is a quick and easy
challenge to reset the

brain. Instruct students
to touch their left ear
with their right hand
and at the same time
touch their nose with
their left hand. Then
have them switch their
hands and touch their
right ear with their

left hand and their nose
with their right hand.

Switch back and forth a
few times. Then have

them close their eyes,
take a deep breath, and

blow it all out.



GO NODDLE
Needs an IWB or Screen.
Lots of activities to
chose from. Great for
the younger years. I
highly suggest adding
Youtube videos on your

channel = no adds!
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DO A FIT FLOW

Needs an IWB or Screen.
Just like the fit bust
but for yoga positions. 

DO NOTHING

Set this as a challenge.
Can your students (or
you) actually just do
nothing for 2 minutes. 

FOCUS BALL

Walk your kids through the
following exercise: Stand
or sit with legs and feet
together. Bring your palms
together in front of your

chest. Keep your
fingertips together as you

pull your palms apart,
forming a ball with your

fingers. Press your
fingertips together until
you feel the muscles in

your hands and arms
activating. See if you
feel your core tighten

too. Now close your eyes
and as you breathe in,

inflate your ball and as
you breathe out, flatten
the ball by pushing your

palms together. (Then
repeat these instructions

for 60 seconds).

YOGA

Some other options for
completing yoga. Or just
chose a position, say it
and get students to have
a go at doing a range of
positions. 

Fitflow

Go Noddle

Do Nothing website

Yoga with Adriene 

Cosmic Kids Yoga

https://fit.sanfordhealth.org/resources/fitflow-activity
https://www.gonoodle.com/
http://www.donothingfor2minutes.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene
https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene
https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga


STIR THE POT
Have kids visualize they
are standing in front of

an enormous cauldron.
Inside the cauldron is
an ooey-gooey pot of

caramel. Take hold of a
large stirrer and plunge
it to the bottom of the

pot. Slowly begin to
stir in a clockwise

direction. Have them use
their whole body to help

get a full range of
motion in their wrists

and shoulders. Instruct
them to throw their hips
into the action. After a
minute or two, reverse

the direction.
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ZEN DEN MINDFULNESS

Needs an IWB or Screen.
Talks students through
different mindfulness
routines.   

HOT HANDS
This is a good break when
you sense a weariness in
the air. Have kids rub
their hands together

vigorously until they warm
up. Tell them to close

their eyes and place their
hands over their eyes.

Instruct them to breathe
deeply as they clear their

mind and refocus.

MAKE X'S AND O'S

Walk students through
the following exercise:
Sitting in a chair with
your feet on the ground
and legs together, curl
your body into your lap,
folding yourself into a
tiny O shape. Next, open
your arms and legs wide,
forming an X shape with
your body. Pull back
into an O shape, then
back out to an X shape.
Repeat three times.

Zen Den Mindfulness

© @Teaching_Resilience

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzYtNWjQiK0


Thank you for

downloading our

resource. 
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